
Ways POMeSYS Can Reduce Costs 

Instead of:  
1) Your staff spending hours entering orders, let your customers enter them on their own by using 

POMeSYS Remote. 
2) Your staff spending hours entering orders, let your drivers enter using POMeSYS Remote + 

Advanced Feature #6. 
3) Printing hundreds [thousands] of invoices a day, at times in duplicates, and having your drivers 

adjust invoices at the customer’s site, and making mistakes and math errors, eliminate by using 
POMeRoute-DSD. 

4) Printing paper invoices, faxing or mailing them, let the system email copies of them 
automatically. 

5) Waiting for checks to arrive in the mail, charge all your customers’ cards automatically through 
POMeSYS with Advanced Feature #1. Improve your cash follow substantially. 

6) Printing production sheets and having that information be stale by the production start, install 
tablets at production so that they can get timely information to reduce errors by using Process 
Control. 

7) Your staff entering orders manually, import orders from excel using POMeSYS Advanced Feature 
#20 

8) Your staff using pen and paper to write inventory numbers and subsequently entering those 
numbers again the computer, use Process Control – Physical Count to scan barcodes and type in 
quantities directly. 

9) Your staff entering orders, receive orders from other POMeSYS users using Advanced Feature 
#16. 

10) Emailing or calling in a Purchase Order, send them automatically to other POMeSYS users using 
Advanced Feature #16. 

11) Entering payment details from a check stub or excel, import details directly from Excel using 
Advanced Feature #19. 

12) Entering payment details one invoice at a time, apply payments quickly with Quick Payment. 
13) Having your accounting team learn new software, export your invoices to QuickBooks. 
14) Overbuying or missing out on production, keep track of your inventory stock.  
15) Purchasing, maintaining, and hosting a dedicated in-house server, switch to POMeSYS and let 

TwinPeaks Online deal with the servers. 
16) Manually tracking inventory, automatically reduce ingredients and keep track of waste. 
17) Guessing at the time it takes for production, track labor costs with specific tasks with 

POMeTime. 
18) Managing a separate CRM system for marketing, send information from POMeSYS to CRM 
19) Keeping track of costs manually, use POMeSYS Purchase Order to automatically track costs by 

vendor. 
20) Entering e-commerce orders manually, automatically import e-commerce orders from Bakery 

Marketplace. 
21) Entering payments from other e-commerce platforms, automatically record payments in 

POMeSYS using Bakery Marketplace 
22) Manually creating and maintaining an e-commerce site, use Bakery Marketplace to 

automatically populate your e-storefront. 



23) Manually tracking and emailing e-commerce orders, automatically email orders and order 
changes using Bakery Marketplace. 

24) Having staff calculate commissions owed to your drivers and salespeople, use POMeSYS to 
calculate commissions earned. 

25) Relying on your contract drivers to provide information, let POMeSYS reports show you what 
funds and products are missing from the route. Let your drivers work as contractors responsible 
for their loads. 

26) Requesting reports be made for you, back up your data to an SQL server and get yourself 
“report writer” software and generate all the reports that you need.  

27) Need to increase product prices due to inflation? making the changes one item or one customer 
or one price table at a time, use the make “Global mass change” utility. 

28) Storing important documents and information in filing cabinets, upload your documents or 
images to POMeSYS as they stay on the servers for a very long time. 

29) Communicating with customers via email, fax, or phone, automatically text them reminders to 
place orders. It’s faster and more direct.   

30) Relying on daily sales, go the reliable “item of the month” route and implement a subscription 
billing model with POMeSYS.  

31) Running dozens of reports to get your monthly information, subscribe to our KPI monthly 
report. 


